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Digital infrastructure in Canada: A growth
equity case study of Fibrenoire’s partnership
with Novacap
BY BENJAMIN DESMARAIS, FORMER CEO OF FIBRENOIRE, AND TED MOCARSKI, PARTNER AT NOVACAP

N

ovacap’s thesis for investing
in digital infrastructure entrepreneurs is as strong now as
it was a decade ago — though
for different reasons. As the
smartphone became ubiquitous and businesses and consumers became
more dependent on the cloud, the infrastructure supporting these innovations had to play
catch up.
Fast-forward ten years and there has
never been greater demand for dedicated
connectivity, bandwidth and data storage —
along with the requisite cybersecurity to match. Working from home and dependence on
e-commerce during the pandemic have only
accelerated the need for further investment.
But the major telecom companies and
Big Tech can’t make all of these investments themselves. Much of the blocking and tackling that keeps the digital economy in play
falls to entrepreneurs on the front lines in
their local markets, bolstering networks and
creating value for customers and investors
alike.
Montreal native, Benjamin Desmarais,
was an early adopter. In 2007, he co-founded
telecom start-up Fibrenoire out of his kitchen
with two Partners. Fibrenoire provided high-speed internet connectivity and private telecommunication networks to SMBs in Eastern
Canada. But in operating a capex-intensive
business without backing from a financial
sponsor, Benjamin and his Partners were reselling and leasing most of their capacity instead of building out their own. If Fibrenoire
were to grow beyond its bootstrapping roots,
it needed outside capital.

After two years of courtship, Novacap
purchased a majority stake in 2013, helping
to architect and oversee the company’s ambitious growth hand in hand with Fibrenoire
management. In January 2016, Novacap exited its position as part of a strategic sale to
competitor Vidéotron, securing a return on
investment of over four times.
Nearly a decade after Novacap and Fibrenoire’s orbits crossed, Benjamin and Ted sat
down to reminisce on the serendipitous encounter. Between sessions of long-overdue
catching up and over several video chats, the
two shared their views on the experience and
reflected on the road taken. The following is
a compiled transcript of those conversations.
THE INTRODUCTION
Benjamin: It was 2011 when we first got
introduced. We were looking for growth capital for various reasons in the Montreal
market. I knew of Novacap — I had heard of
them — but I will always remember the first
call I received from Ted.
I was at the doctor because my eldest
daughter had just fallen off a chair and we
thought her fingers were broken. She was a
toddler then. Ted called me on my cell phone, started giving me his pitch, and I said,
‘You know what? Can I call you back later? It’s
really not a good time.’
So, I called him back the next day, and we
say that the rest is history. It was the start of a
very good and productive relationship.

At that point, we had not engaged bankers
or advisers. It was really just me and my co-Founders, Rémi Fournier and Jean-François
Lévesque, who were in charge of putting toEnter Novacap, the Montreal-based grow- gether the strategy on how we would tackle
th equity specialist. Novacap Partner, Ted the market and find the appropriate capital.
Mocarski, the firm’s resident telecom maven, We were doing all this on our own.
secured an introduction to Benjamin in 2011
through the CEO of another portfolio comTed: Before investing in Fibrenoire, we
pany, iWeb. Fibrenoire was indeed looking had an investment in a company called iWeb.
for growth capital but didn’t know where to iWeb was the first digital infrastructure deal
find it.
we did at Novacap, out of our TMT fund,
which was a colocation and dedicated server
company in Montreal.
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One day, my Partners and I were meeting
with iWeb’s CEO, Eric Chouinard. As we were
talking, I asked Eric where he got his network
from, and he mentioned a company called Fibrenoire. I said, ‘Well, what’s Fibrenoire?’
He replied, ‘Oh, it’s a small fibre operator.
They’re really great entrepreneurs, actually.
You should meet them!’
We followed up immediately for two reasons. One was to help with the network capability at iWeb. But also, we felt like there was
an opportunity to get behind this independent fibre provider that Eric spoke highly of.
After some discussions it was clear that there really wasn’t a strong, independent fibre
builder in Montreal. You had big players like
Bell Canada, Vidéotron and Cegeco, but you
didn’t have an entrepreneurial company that
was building fibre loops to the areas where
customers needed them.
There was no formal market research that
told us this, but we highly suspected it. At
that time (2011–2012), I was looking for similar opportunities in the US, and there were
many markets that still didn’t have an independent fibre provider of scale. So, it seemed
like we may see the same thing in Montreal.
When we reached out to Benjamin, he confirmed all that for us.
Benjamin: Regarding iWeb, they were
already a customer of ours so I knew Eric
personally. Also, my Partner Jean-François
worked at iWeb during his university days
as one of their first employees. Eric and his
Partner were part of our ecosystem and network, so it was really not complicated for
Eric to introduce Fibrenoire.
Ted: When I shared this with my colleagues at Novacap, we came up with an investment strategy to partner with Fibrenoire and
buy another fibre business in Montreal called SRDP. We put the two businesses together
and then we let Benjamin in his team continue to run it. They executed really well.

signed the deal, we got to know each other
THE COURTSHIP
Benjamin: Firstly, we were not looking for quite well. We had really good discussions
with Ted, Stéphane, François and Novacap
a buyer; we were looking for a partner.
Managing Partner, Pascal Tremblay, and the
We did not hire an adviser and the rea- whole team really reassured us as co-Founsons were quite simple: we were looking for ders that we had the proper partners to execapital, Novacap had a good reputation in the cute on our strategy.
Quebec market and we were in regular conDEAL STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE
versation with them.
Benjamin: Novacap took a majority stake
But the more difficult part was to see what in us. It’s their model and we understood why
my co-Founders and I wanted to put together. it was important for them to have the majoriBehind the scenes, it was complicated. SRDP ty stake. We structured a deal where we made
was in fact three companies, and we were SR- sure that all the interests were aligned. The
shareholder agreement was pretty straightDP’s largest customer by far.
forward, really making us feel that our sucFor context, SRDP was essentially a fibre cess was Novacap’s success and vice versa.
construction company. They laid fibre in the
My Partners and I were able to cash out a
ground with contracts they had, and when a
customer would ask for a certain number of bit as well. For young guys, as we were, to put
fibre strands to be laid, they would build twi- a bit of money aside — it really helped us feel
ce as many and keep half for themselves. A more comfortable about the deal and make
lot of construction companies did that in Ca- better business decisions down the road.
nada and the US in the late 1990s, early 2000s.
But we were still very much invested. We
But SRDP had no salesforce or network rolled a substantial portion of our equity into
expertise. All they were doing was reselling the new company. We also put in place forstrands of fibre to whoever needed them. It malised bonus and options programmes for
was essentially a bad marketing strategy for our management team. Rémi, Jean-François
the fibre reselling business of a construction and I were not able to receive options, as we
were shareholders, but it was great for our
company.
team.
Looking at it today, it seemed the obvious
Ted: From the Novacap perspective, we’ve
move. But to make such an investment in
three young guys to buy these fibre assets in been buying into businesses for 40 years.
Montreal, Quebec City and Ottawa, and to go Some of my Partners are former operators
against industry giants like Vidéotron and of businesses, and what we’ve really learned
Rogers — it was not a slam dunk from the ge- is that a sure way for an investment to go sideways is to create conflicts of interest. So,
t-go.
we go to great lengths to make sure we don’t
Novacap really understood what was do that.
at stake and how we could execute. That’s
We use common stock only, so we don’t
what made the difference for us. We looked
at other investors — I can’t remember how have a priority position over the managemany — but they did not have the level of te- ment team or our co-investors. We create a
lecom-specific expertise and did not get the board where everyone has equal say.
thesis as well as Ted and his Partners, StéphaBenjamin: At meetings, Board members
ne Tremblay and François Laflamme, did. We
never had too long a discussion about what from Novacap used to argue more with each
the strategy was and what it would take to other than they would with me!
make it work.
Ted: That’s true! Because we only want to
Lastly, I think the complexity of the deal talk about things that are good for the comwas too much for the other investors. We pany. We make sure everyone’s in the process
were buying SRDP concurrently with Nova- when it comes time to invest capital, and we
cap making an investment in us. We had to don’t invest money at a price that would sigdo due diligence on SRDP, while Novacap was nificantly dilute managers who may not have
doing due diligence on us and SRDP. But the the incremental capital to invest in the business.
Novacap team understood it the best.

Benjamin: Novacap let us do the building,
but they were involved behind the scenes. I
was on the phone with either Ted, François,
or Stéphane on a weekly basis. For the first
six months, there was a ‘getting to know you’
period, putting processes and reporting in
place, making some upgrades to the management team and finalising the growth strategy.
From there on out, it was all about execution.
Ted: Fibrenoire had a lot of customers that
were outside of Fibrenoire’s network. Part of
that growth strategy was to migrate those
customers onto our fibre in order to achieve
better margins from those customers. Another major component was for Fibrenoire to
access capital and build the network out to
new data centres. They did not have access to
that capital previously.
Lastly, we looked for small tuck-in acquisitions that we could do around Montreal,
Ottawa and Quebec City, where you can buy
off-network customers and migrate them to
Fibrenoire’s network. We looked at several of
those during the hold period, but ultimately
only did one with a company called PixelWeb,
a fibre reseller. We took what was an unprofitable business and made it a high-margin,
profitable one.
Benjamin: At the time, Microsoft, Amazon and Google were all opening large data
centres in the Montreal area and all of them
ended up being our customers. These were
not the kinds of projects that we usually did
at Fibrenoire with our customer base. They
were projects that would only yield a return
over a six- to eight-year time frame, but could
expand our network dramatically.
In order to do these kinds of projects, you
have to convince these tech giants that you’re
up to the task and have the appropriate human resources to implement it. Then you
need the capital. It’s a massive investment —
many millions of dollars that you have to lay
out for new fibre. We were not able to do that
before Novacap.
Ted: Our playbook at Novacap — and it’s
not just marketing — is that we don’t call ourselves private equity investors. We call ourselves company builders. When you can combine the expertise of a sponsor like us with
the entrepreneurial drive of Benjamin and
his team, great things happen.

PREPPING FOR SALE
Benjamin: It may sound trivial, but to go
from three guys in a kitchen to a team capaTed: When push came to shove, Stéphane EXECUTING TOGETHER
Ted: Fibrenoire’s growth was led by Benja- ble of sustaining a full sale process — which
looked at Benjamin and said, ‘We’re going to
be there for you.’ Right before Benjamin sig- min and his Partners, not Novacap. We were included twelve offers — required a great
ned, he said, ‘Don’t worry. Novacap is never very rigorous in our due diligence up front. deal of preparation. Ted and his fellow Board
With that information, we sat down collecti- members, having been through this so many
going to leave your side.’
vely and mapped out a strategy and a 100-day times before, were relentless about getting
Benjamin: During the two-year period plan. Benjamin’s team was on board with that us in shape. They were constantly asking us
tricky questions to keep us on our toes and
from when Ted first called me to when we and they executed.
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Since the Fibrenoire deal, we have made
six platform investments in digital infrastructure. While some investors might consider
It took us a while to get into the right hardline fibre a commodity business, there’s
mindset, answering those questions over still great opportunity. After all, the cloud —
and over again, but that’s really what made the innovation where all new technologies
are now based — has to reside somewhere.
us ready.
That gives us a lot of runway, going forward.
When we started Fibrenoire as three you- And the cloud is not just for business, it’s for
ng guys in a kitchen, we were just hopeful things you might access at home, too: Zoom
entrepreneurs. After Novacap came around, calls, photo libraries, Google Docs, etc.
we became real businessmen.
Upcoming drivers of opportunity include
We learned how to run a business proper- broadband expansion, continuing through
ly, with all the responsibility that entails. And the enterprise space and cell tower construcwe bought into it. They offered their help, tion. Then the actual sites where cloud data
and we accepted it. We asked a lot of ques- is stored will be driving growth as well. These
tions. We were being challenged in a good trends will persist for several more years.
way. And that’s what prepared us for the exit.
Benjamin: Fibre-optic cable is here to stay
and it will still need to exist for decades. HarAFTER THE SALE
Benjamin: We sold Fibrenoire to Vidéo- dline fibre is the core of all modern telecomtron, the largest cable operator in Quebec. munication networks. That was the thesis
They were by far our largest competitor. And back when Novacap invested in us and it still
we really hated them. Whenever the sales holds true.
team came back to the office and announced
But today’s world is much more complex.
that they had just lost a deal to Vidéotron, it
There’s the cloud; there’s cybersecurity; thewouldn’t be a good day at work.
re’s high speed connectivity — and customers
But at the end of the process, we deci- expect their service providers to deliver all of
ded that strategically it was a good thing to these services at a very high level, difficult
partner with Vidéotron. For their part, they though it may be to combine them all into a
recognised that Fibrenoire had built a great single package. And this is becoming more
brand in the market, so they kept us as a se- and more important as time goes by. So, on
one hand, there is the matter of the hard asparate entity after the sale.
sets — the fibre itself — and, on the other, the
My management team and I stayed on for capacity to offer all these additional services
an additional two years and some of our ori- alongside connectivity. The second half of
ginal employees are still there. Interestingly this equation will be critical for any ISP and
enough, Vidéotron employees expected the network provider wishing to succeed. That’s
Fibrenoire brand to be integrated into their how things will play out if you ask me.
company and ultimately phased out, but it
Ted: Benjamin is absolutely right. The
was the other way around. The Fibrenoire
team ended up being the agent of change way to invest in fibre has changed dramatiwithin Vidéotron Business Services. I guess cally over the last ten years. Ten years ago,
it speaks to the quality of the platform that you could find these opportunities like Benjamin’s start-up and think of them as new
we built!
territory. Today, most of these territories are
The brand still exists today, serving the already covered. Thus, in order to make momid to large enterprise market, while the Vi- ney, you have to come up with another unidéotron brand is aimed more at the SMB and que angle, a different way to create a competitive advantage for yourself.
residential markets.
they made sure that our financial reporting
was in order.

LOOKING AHEAD
Benjamin: Novacap and I have not done
another deal together since, but there have
been numerous times over the past 18 months where I helped the Novacap team perform
due diligence on deals and spoke to the entrepreneurs about the value Novacap brings.

Our Oxford strategy was slightly different from the Fibrenoire strategy, and our
Horizon strategy is a little different from the
Oxford one. With Stratus, too, we’ll be going
in a somewhat different direction. So, as the
market has evolved, we’ve had to evolve our
thinking with it.

Ted: There’s no better way to show our
value to a potential selling entrepreneur than
to have them hear about our capabilities
from someone like Benjamin. He has been a
tremendous advocate for us as we vet these
deals together.

Specific to Fibrenoire was the fact you
could build almost anywhere back then and
sooner or later you would find demand. Benjamin just made the customers come faster.
Today, many of those customers are already
sitting on fibre connections. So, you have to
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bring additional services, scalability and customer support. To enter new markets, you
can’t just lay fibre-optic cable; you need customers in those markets to justify the capex
required to lay it. Having a strong regional
provider with good brand recognition is very
important today — maybe even more so than
in the past.
It definitely takes more work nowadays
than it did ten years ago. You need experience to do it today, and I think the experience
we gained working with Benjamin and his
Partners is priceless. It makes us the better
investors we are today.

Benjamin Desmarais has been involved in
funding, managing and developing technology companies for the past 15 years. He holds
a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration, Finance and IT Management from HEC
Montréal, Quebec, and he studied Computer
Engineering at Polytechnique Montréal, Quebec. Prior to joining Novacap, Mr Desmarais
was CEO of Fibrenoire, an internet service
provider (“ISP”) that he co-founded in 2007
and which quickly became the largest independent communications provider to businesses in Canada. Under his leadership,
Fibrenoire experienced exponential growth
and successfully partnered with Novacap in
2013 to build a unique organisation in eastern
Canada. Fibrenoire was eventually acquired
by Vidéotron in 2016, delivering substantial
value for all stakeholders. Following his tenure at Fibrenoire, Mr Desmarais served as CEO
and Chairman of the Board at Ni2, a software
company that developed a modern OSS solution tailored to addressing modern needs of
telecommunications companies and ISPs.
Mr Desmarais is an angel investor and
adviser to many start-ups and entrepreneurs with a particular interest in ESG and HR
Tech. He is also a member of the Board of Directors and Chairs the HR committee of Gestion Férique, a fund manager dedicated to
supporting Canadian engineers and their families. Mr Desmarais was recognised as CEO
of the year in 2013 by Investissement Quebec
in acknowledgement of his exemplary leadership at Fibrenoire.

Thadeus (“Ted”) Mocarski has over 25
years of experience in private equity. He
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Economics and
History from Colby College, as well as a Juris
Doctor from American University, Washington. Mr Mocarski served as a General Partner
of Nautic Partners, where he was responsible
for managing the funds’ investment efforts
in the Communications Infrastructure and
Services sectors. He was also co-Founder and
General Partner of Key Venture Partners. The
majority of his investments were in tune with
Novacap’s investment strategy. Mr Mocarski
was a Consultant for Novacap in 2012 while
a General Partner at Bank Street Capital Partners, a private equity fund focused on growth
equity, which he managed and co-founded in
2010. Having made three investments with
Novacap, Mr Mocarski became a Partner in
2013. Mr Mocarski is currently Chairman of
the Board of Syntax and Horizon Telecom. He
is also a member of the Board of Overseers
of Colby College and speaks frequently at various telecommunication and internet conferences throughout North America.
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